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The industry of aviation auditing
Allister Polkinghorne
Users of aviation services may not have
a wide choice about which organisation
they use. The key for aviation users is selecting the organisation which presents a
risk profile as low as reasonably practicable. Rather than provide a pass or fail assessment, some aviation auditors provide a
comparative analysis based on industry average and best practice compared with the
organisation under audit. With the comparative standard, users are able to make
a better informed choice about their aviation services provider. An example of the
summary information an industry auditor
might produce is available at Figure 1.
In Figure 1, the yellow columns show
the result of the audit with the brown
and the blue showing
the industry
average and industry best practice results for the individual systems in an
aviation company.

What does a good audit consist of?

Comparative

analysis

may be a more useful approach

OVER THE LAST 15 years a group of people
has emerged as aviation industry auditors. Their work originally came from the
oil industry but has now moved to cover
mining companies and government. Approximately 20 aviation audit companies
operate across Australia. Some also work
internationally.
The auditing industry is demand driven.
Identifying those operators who deliver a
risk profile as low as reasonably practicable drives the demand. A regulatory tick
from CASA has, many times, failed to ensure safety. Aviation services users want to
be reassured that companies have procedures and practices in place to produce the
required safety outcomes.

What do aviation auditors audit?
Almost universally, industry auditors use
a systems approach to aviation organisations. Auditors want to see that there is a
system in place to manage the risks in a
realistic and practical manner. As a starting point, auditors look for the basic documents such as the AOC, public liability,
passenger carrying and aircraft insurances, rosters as well as flight and duty times.
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than a simple

pass or fail result. (Qantasl

The audit standard very much determines
the style of the audit. An audit is not an
exhaustive look at an aviation organisation. It takes a snapshot of various systems within the organisation
and the
auditor makes assessment based on a
sample of data. Information collected in
the course of an audit should come from a
range of sources. The easiest information
about the systems of an aviation company
comes from the company documentation
in the form of the OPc:rations Manual and
supporting
systems s.uch as the Safety
Management System. The subsystems of
the SMS like the internal audit program
also provide some clues.
The systems of the company described
in the company documentation
are the
start. The application of the documented systems is where the industry auditor
needs a thorough understanding
of the
type of operation under audit. This enables

If there is a maintenance organisation associated with the company, auditors will
want to check that the practices are commensurate with producing serviceable, reliable aircraft.
One of the requirements for any audit is
that there be a standard. For example, the
ISO 9001:2008, Quality Management Systems, is a standard that is documented by the
International Standards Organisation. CASA
has a regulatory standard based on a qualitative assessment of pass or fail. The statements which the CASA auditors
use are available on the CASA
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5 things to do before an
audit of your company
the auditor to determine how effectively
the company procedures are being applied
and whether the documented procedures
reflect the practices of the organisation. To
this end, auditors use observation flights,
engineering inspections and discussions
with line staff about how a particular procedure is implemented. These often provide insights that are not apparent in the
documented procedures.
At the conclusion of an audit, the auditor
should have a very good understanding of
firstly the procedures of the organisation
and secondly about how those procedures
are implemented and contribute to the
safety outcome of the organisation.

Presenting well at an Audit
Aviation companies that have good procedures in place and follow those procedures
in practice will find the audit process less
stressful than those organisations that are
bluffing their way through.
Standing out most to industry auditors
are organisations
that have collected a

range of opinions from auditors or regulators and tried adjust their manuals on
a piecemeal basis to address the findings
without looking carefully at the overall organisation. The auditors quickly come to
the conclusion these organisations have no
idea about the management task.
From a long-term perspective, organisations need to understand the risks they
face and put procedures in place to mitigate those risks. Further, organisations
should be prepared to put their case to auditors or regulators for the procedures they
have in place as a method of mitigating the
documented risks.
If a regulator or auditor raises issues that
they feel should be covered in the company
documentation, the question needs to be
asked: 'What risk are we addressing?'
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Check that flight on duty time
records are up to date and verifiable
against the aircraft maintenance
releases;

Ensure that all recurrent training
is up to date and any discrepancies
noted with a plan in place to do the
training or not to use the relevant
pilot where the recurrent training
falls short;
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Have a really could look over your
aircraft. The industry auditor is
likely that check anything that can
be checked on the ground pre-flight.
This includes, lights, seat belts, test
systems, first aid kits, emergency
survival kits and anything else that
is relevant;
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Make sure that any unserviceabilities
on any aircraft are documented
in the maintenance release or
equivalent document;
Make sure that the Emergency
Response Plan is relevant and
up-to-date.
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